PORG PUPPET!
(also makes a great penguin)

You will need:
- a brown paper cup
- yarn or string
- a stick, popsicle stick, or wood dowel
- white, brown, and orange paper
- googley eyes (optional)
- scissors
- glue or glue stick
- markers, pencils, or crayons

1. Punch two holes in the top of a paper cup.

2. Thread yarn or string through the holes. Tie the ends to a stick.

3. Print and cut out the porg templates (on the next page).
Using the templates, trace & cut out the tummy, wings, and feet in the colors shown.

4. Glue on the wings & tummy.

5. Glue the "leg" inside the cup so the feet stick out the bottom.

6. Glue on googley eyes (or cut eyes out of paper), draw a face, and enjoy your porg!
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